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Abstract 
The SunSpec PV O&M (Operations and Maintenance) Cost Model user guide describes the 
features, intended uses, and benefits of the web application known by the same name. The 
combination of open source web application and user guide is intended to serve as a reference 
for future commercial products developed and offered by SunSpec Alliance member 
organizations and others. 
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1. SunSpec PV O&M Cost Model Overview 
The PV O&M Cost Model is a cloud-based web application that aims at improving solar asset 
transparency for investors and rating agencies, providing an industry framework for quality 
management, and reducing transaction costs in the solar asset securitization process. The 
application is targeted at fleets of third-party-owned, grid-connected PV systems of the following 
size classes:  

• Residential rooftop (typically less than 10 kW) � 
• Commercial and industrial rooftops and shade structures (10 kW to 1,000 kW) � 
• Ground-mounted systems - Fixed Tilt and Tracker (often greater than 1,000 kW) 

Some features explained in this document might not be available yet. Please refer to the 
Release Notes to verify if the release includes the features of interest. 

2. System Design 
This section describes the PV O&M Cost Model components and their interaction. The figure 
below depicts the detailed technical architecture diagram for the overall system. 

 
 

Detailed Technical Architecture Diagram 
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The PV O&M Cost Model is comprised of the following components –  

• Web Application: The PV O&M Cost Model web application provides an interactive, 
user-friendly interface for usage of the features of the PV O&M Cost Model system. The 
web application would be compatible with multiple browsers such as Safari, Google 
Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer. The web application would communicate with 
the PV O&M Cost Model API.  

• Web Service: The PV O&M Cost Model Web Service is a RESTful web service 
developed in python using the Django Web and REST framework. The web service is 
available through the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud infrastructure.  

• Cloud Database: The PV O&M Cost Model uses MySQL database hosted on Amazon 
Relational Database Service (RDS). 
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3. System Concepts and Features 
A central concept of the PV O&M Cost Model System is the Organization. Each Organization 
has resources such as Users, Plant Group, Plant, Cost Model, Service and Labor Rate. A Plant 
Group may consist of a set of plants and plant groups in the organization. Cost Models are 
associated with Plants. A user can create Services and associate the Services to a Cost Model.   

The Object Relationship Diagram shows the relationship between the various objects in the 
system.  

 

Object Relationship Diagram 

 

3.1. User Management and Roles 
The System Administrator holds the ability to create an organization account and create an 
Organizational Administrator for the newly created organization. The Organizational 
Administrator, also called admin, can then create users within that organization and grant 
permissions.  
 
The system supports users with three levels of access – read, write, admin. Users with read 
access can only inspect resources available to the organization. Write access allows creating, 
updating and managing resources. An Admin user has all the privileges of a write user. In 
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addition, an admin user can create and manage users and grant permissions to them. 

3.2. Plant Group 
Users can group multiple plants into a Plant Group. A Plant Group can be used to manage 
“Fleets” or “Portfolios.” A Fleet is a set of plants under common ownership. A Portfolio is a set of 
plants that may or may not be under common ownership, and that are grouped for the purpose 
of establishing a diversified investment.  The application supports nesting of plant groups 
wherein a plant group may contain other plant groups. A plant group can be used to generate 
reports with aggregated results of all the associated plants, cost models and services.  

3.3. Plant 
A plant in the system represents an organizational PV System at a specified location. The user 
provides information regarding all the key attributes of the plant. Based on the information 
provided, the ideal parameters of the plant are calculated.  

During the creation of the plant, the system generates a cost model specifically tailored to match 
the characteristics of the plant. This cost model then becomes the active cost model for the 
plant. The user may modify the cost model created or may associate a previously created cost 
model to the plant and make it as the active cost model.  

3.4. Cost Model 
A cost model consists of a list of services. During the creation of a cost model, the user can 
specify a default service set. The cost model selected in the default service set is used as a 
template for the new cost model and it is populated with the same set of services. Once a cost 
model is created, the user can then add or remove services from the cost model. 

3.5. Service 
A Service is an O&M Activity. The system comes populated with a set of 134 default services 
that are derived from the PV O&M Best Practices Guide. The default services are read-only and 
cannot be edited. Users may copy a default service to change the associated values. 

To maintain the default values and to increase usability of the Services, the Service Object is 
split into Service and Service Values as shown in the figure below. The core attributes of a 
service are saved in the service object. The more frequently changing and customizable values 
are stored in the service values object. 

 
Differentiating Service and Service Values 
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3.6. Labor Rate 
Each service is associated to a Service Provider and each service provider can have multiple 
labor rates based on location, overhead multiplier and other factors. The system is populated 
with a default set of labor rates derived from the U.S. National Bureau of Labor Statistics. Users 
can create multiple labor rates for a given service provider at various geographic locations. 

3.7. Reports 
The system supports generation of two types of reports – Plant Reports and Plant Group 
Reports. The system uses the plant attributes along with the associated cost model and service 
information to generate reports. The generated reports are presented in tabular and graphic 
formats.  

The various plant group results generated are –  

a. Net Present Value O&M costs (project life) 
b. Net Present Value (project life) per Watt peak 
c. Net Present Value by O&M Type 

 

The various plant results generated are –  

a. Annual Cash Flow 
b. Reserve Account 
c. Cost of Energy (COE) 
d. Net Present Value O&M Costs (Project Life) 
e. Net Present Value Annual O&M costs per kWh 
f. Net Present Value (Project Life) per Watt peak 
g. Annualized O&M Costs 
h. Annualized unit O&M Costs 
i. Maximum Reserve Account 
 

3.8. Import from / Export to Excel 
Once a plant and its associated cost model is created, the system enables the user to export 
the plant, cost model and service information along with the calculated results to an excel 
spreadsheet. Furthermore, exported spreadsheet can be used as a template to import plants 
into the application. 
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4. User Experience 
The features provided on each screen of the PV O&M Cost Model varies depending on the 
access level of the logged in user. The overall flow of operation for the various screens of the 
web application is shown in the figure below –  

 
Operational Flow 

 

The sections below provide information regarding features available on each screen of the PV 
O&M Cost Model Web Application along with a screenshot. 
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4.1. Login  
The login screen enables the user to login to the application using his existing account. User 
can provide an email address and password. On successful login, the user is navigated to the 
dashboard. The login screen also provides a reset password link. 

 
Login  

4.2. Reset Password  
The application allows the user to reset the account password by providing Email Address, old 
password and new password.  

 
Reset Password  
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4.3. Dashboard 
Once the user is logged in, the user is redirected to the dashboard. The dashboard displays the 
overall number of plant groups, plants, cost models and services available to the organization. It 
also provides navigation to view the resources.   

 
Dashboard 
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4.4. User Accounts – Create New 
This feature is only available when an admin is logged in. The admin may user the create user 
account form to create a new user and assign permissions.  

 
Create User Account 

4.5. User Accounts – View Existing 
The admin can view a list of users in the organization. To view/edit user account details, the 
admin clicks on the specific row in the user list to reach to the user detail screen. Here, the 
admin can modify user details and modify user permissions. 

 
User Account List 
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User Account Detail 
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4.6. Plant Groups – View Existing 
The user is directed to this screen either by clicking the Plant Groups à View Details from the 
Dashboard or Plant Groups à View Existing from the menu. This screen shows a list of plant 
groups in the organization. Clicking on a row navigates the user to the plant group detail screen. 
Here, the user can edit a plant group. 

When viewing the Plant Group Details, the user can edit what plants and plants groups are in 
the specific plant group. Additionally, a single cost model can be assigned to all or a set of 
plants in the plant group. This action adds the cost models to the specified subset of plants and 
makes it the active cost model.   

 

Plant Group List 
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Plant Group Detail 
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4.7. Plant Groups – Create New 
Create plant group form can be used to group multiple plants and plant groups and create a 
plant group. Users can choose from a list of plants and plant groups available in the 
organization. 

 
Create Plant Group 
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4.8. Plants – View Existing 
The user is directed to this screen either by clicking the Plants à View Details from the 

Dashboard or Plants à View Existing from the menu. This screen shows a list of plants in the 

organization. On selecting a plant, the user is taken to the plant detail screen where the plant 

information can be viewed or edited. 

The plant, cost model and service information along with the calculated results can be exported 

to excel by using the “Export to Excel” feature. 

 

Plant List 
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Plant Detail (1 of 3) 
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Plant Detail (2 of 3) 
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Plant Detail (3 of 3) 
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4.9. Plants – Create New 
Users can use this screen to create a new plant. Users can specify plant attributes. Alternatively, 
plant attributes can be imported from an excel that matches the exported format. 

Create Plant (1 of 2) 
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Create Plant (2 of 2) 
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4.10. Cost Models – View Existing 
Users can access the cost model list screen by clicking on Cost Model à View Details from the 
Dashboard or Cost Model à View Existing from the Menu.  

The Cost Model List provides a list of Cost Models in the organization. This list also includes 
four Default Cost Models – Residential Rooftop, Commercial Rooftop, Ground-Mount Fixed Tilt, 
Ground-Mount Tracker – derived from the PV O&M Best Practices Guide. Users can select an 
existing cost model and view/edit the cost model information. Default Cost Models are provided 
as read-only and can be used as templates to create a new cost model.  

The Cost Model Detail screen has a Summary View and a Detailed View. The Summary View 
gives an overview of the services associated with the cost model. The Detailed View allows 
adding, removing and editing the services.  

 

 
Cost Model List 
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Cost Model Detail – Summary View 
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Cost Model Detail – Detailed View 
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4.11. Cost Models – Create 
Users can create new cost models based on an existing cost model. Users can give a name 
and description to the cost model. The application populates the cost model with the same 
service set as the base cost model selected. During the creation of a cost model, any existing 
plants can be associated with it. 

 

 
Create Cost Model  

 

4.12. Services – View Existing 
The Services screen provides a list of services in the organization. This list includes 134 default 
services that are derived from the PV O&M Best Practices Guide. The default services are read-
only but can be copied and then edited. Default services can be identified through the “Service 
Value Name” column that denotes how the values were derived. 

The Services screen has a Summary View and a Detailed View. The Summary View gives an 
overview of the services. The Detailed View allows viewing the service values. To edit the 
services, click on the service while in the detailed view. 
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Service List – Summary View 

 

 
Service List – Detailed View 
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Service Detail 
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4.13. Services – Create New 
The create service form can be used to create a new service and associate a set of service 
values. The values used during service creation will be used as defaults for that service. 

 
Create Service   
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4.14. Labor Rates – View Existing 
The labor rate list shows a list of labor rates available to the organization. The Default Labor 
Rates are derived from the U.S. National Bureau of Labor Statistics.  

 

Labor Rates List 

 

Labor Rates Detail 
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4.15. Labor Rates – Create New 
The Create Labor Rate form can be used to create labor rates for a service provider and for a 
specified region. 

 

Create Labor Rates 

4.16. Reports 
The reports screen allows the user to select a plant and an associated cost model to generate 
plant reports. Alternatively, the user can select a plant group to generate plant reports 

The application provides a Summary View and a Detailed View of the reports. The Summary 
View includes the summary of the results along with graphical representation of the results. The 
detailed view includes price breakdown for each service included in the cost model.   

Reports 
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Plant Reports – Summary View (1 of 4) 
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Plant Reports – Summary View (2 of 4) 

 

Plant Reports – Summary View (3 of 4) 
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Plant Reports – Summary View (4 of 4) 

 

Plant Reports – Detailed View 
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Plant Group Reports  
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5. Terminology  
 

Analysis Period (years) – Analysis Period is the time period for which the cash flow analysis is 
being done. It is also called as Project Life. The maximum is 40 years. 

Asset Type – Asset Type indicates the physical and informational assets associated with an 
O&M Plan. It is the PV system component or the type of component under service. 

• Asset Management – Activities pertaining to the systematic process of deploying, 
operating, maintaining, upgrading, and disposing of assets cost-effectively. 

• Electrical – Activities pertaining to the electrical aspects of constructing a PV System. 
• Mechanical – Activities pertaining to the mechanical aspects of constructing a PV 

System. 
• AC Wiring – Activities pertaining to the AC electrical conductors used in the construction 

of a PV system. 
• DC Wiring – Activities pertaining to the DC electrical conductors used in the 

construction of a PV system. 
• Mounting Structure – Activities pertaining to a mounting Structure of a PV System. 
• PV Module 
• Monitoring System – Activities pertaining to monitoring the performance of a PV 

System. 
• Transformer – Activities pertaining to a Transformer associated with a PV System. 
• Tracker – Activities pertaining to a Tracker associated with a PV system. 
• Inverter – Activities pertaining to the component that converts the variable direct current 

(DC) output of a photovoltaic (PV) solar panel into a utility frequency alternating current 
(AC) that can be fed into a commercial electrical grid or used by a local, off-grid electrical 
network. 

• Documents – Activities pertaining to the legal agreements, permits, production reports 
and other materials associated with a PV system. 

• Meter – Activities pertaining to a component that measures the amount of electric 
energy generated by a PV system. 

• Roof – Activities pertaining to the roof where the PV System is installed. 
• PV System – Activities pertaining to a power system designed to supply usable solar 

power by means of photovoltaics. 

Discount Rate (%) – The Discount Rate is a measure of the time value of money expressed as 
an annual rate [1]. 

Energy Yield – Energy Yield is the actual energy output of the system expressed in kWh/kWp 
per year 

Environmental Conditions – The conditions in the environment surrounding the PV System. 

• Snow 
• Humidity 
• Hot 
• Pollen 
• High Wind 
• Hail 
• Salt Air 
• Diesel Soot 
• Industrial Emissions 
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• Bird Populations 

• Construction Site Nearby 

• Sand/Dust 

• High Insolation 

Failure Distribution Type – The description of the changes in the number of failures in a PV 

System over time. Failure Distribution is defined as the total number of failures within an item 

population, divided by the total time expended by that population, during a particular 

measurement interval under stated conditions. 

• Interval 
• Weibull – In probability theory and statistics, the Weibull distribution is a continuous 

probability distribution. 

• Lognormal – In probability theory, a log-normal (or lognormal) distribution is a 

continuous probability distribution of a random variable whose logarithm is normally 

distributed.    

Ground Coverage Ratio (GCR) – The ratio of Total Module Area to the Total Ground Area. 

GCR values are usually below 1.0 (0.3 < GCR < 0.7) 

!"# = 	 &'()*	+',-*.	/0.)&'()*	!0'-1,	/0.) 

Inflation Rate (%) – Inflation rate is the rate of cost change per annum. Inflation rate is typically 

based on price index. 

Inspection Technique – The category of observation location. 

• Aerial – A visual inspection performed using a drone, helicopter, or airplane. 

• Roof Walk – A visual inspection performed by an inspector standing on the roof where 

the PV system is installed. 

• Ground Walk – A visual inspection performed by an inspector standing below the roof 

where the PV system is installed. 

 
Inverter Type – The category of Inverter with regards to size and electrical interface type. 

• String Inverter – A string inverter is an inverter designed to operate small number of DC 

strings, usually four or fewer. 

• Central Inverter – A central inverter is an inverter designed to operate a large number 

of DC strings, usually more than four. 

• Microinverter – A microinverter is an inverter designed to operate with a single PV 

module. 

 
Inverter Replacement Cost – The cost of replacement of a PV System inverter in the future. 

This cost is stated in U.S. dollars per DC watt. The default values used are, 

Inverter Type Inverter Replacement Cost ($/W) 
String Inverter $0.30 

Central Inverter $0.19 

Microinverter $0.51 

 
 
Inverter Capacity – The amount of load that the inverter can handle in kWp 
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Module Power – Module Power is the Power Rating of the PV module in Watts under standard 
test conditions (STC). 

Mounting Location – The surface upon which the Mounting Structure of the PV System is 
installed. The options are, 

• Rooftop  
• Ground 

 
Mounting Type – The category of mechanical apparatus used to fix PV Modules to the 
Mounting Location. 

• Ballasted – A type of fixed-tilt PV module mounting system that is held to the mounting 
structure using weight (gravity). 

• Attached – A type of fixed-tilt PV module mounting system that is held to the mounting 
structure using mechanical means. 

• Both Ballasted and Attached – A type of fixed-tilt PV module mounting system that is 
held to the mounting structure using both weight (gravity) and mechanical means. 

 
O&M Type – The type of O&M procedures with respect to,  

• Administrative – Activities pertaining to record keeping and the orderly management of 
PV System. 

• Preventative – Activities pertaining to replacing or repairing components prior to failure. 
Preventative O&M is performed to reduce the chances of unplanned outages. 

• Corrective – Activities pertaining to replacing or repairing components after to failure. 
 
Plant Size – The system size is the direct current power rating of the PV array in Watt peak 
(Wp) at standard test conditions (STC). The System Sizing variables determine the number of 
modules in the system, string configuration, and number of inverters in the system [1]. 

 
PV Market Sector – The size category of the PV System 
 
PV Module Type – The category of PV Module with regards to physical composition and 
chemistry. The following is a list of module types and their degradation rate per year 

• Amorphous silicon: 0.87% /year 
• Mono-crystal silicon: 0.36% /year 
• Multi-crystal Silicon: 0.64% /year 
• Cadmium telluride: 0.40% /year 
• CIGS: 0.96% /year 
• CSP: 1% /year 

 
PV Module Encapsulant – The category of material used to cover the glass edges in a PV 
module.  

• Ethyl Vinyl Acetate (EVA) 
• Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) 
• Silicone 

 
Roof Type – The category of Roof with regards to material type. 

• Thermoplastic Polyolefin (TPO) 
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• Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM) 
• Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 
• Built-up, Bituminous 
• Styrene-Butadiene-Styrene (SBS) 
• Asphalt Shingle 
• Composite Shingle 
• Wood Shingle 
• Slate 
• Metal Roof 
• Tile 

 
Roof Slope Type – The category of Roof Slope with regards to the ratio of the vertical rise to 
the horizontal span of the roof. 

• Flat – A roof with a vertical rise of less than 1' per 12' of horizontal span 
• Sloped – A roof with a vertical rise of between than 1' and 7' per 12' of horizontal span 
• Steep – A roof with a vertical rise of more than 7' per 12' of horizontal span 

 
Service – An O&M Activity 
 
Service Type – The type of O&M activity. Service Type refers to the generalized area of service 

• Cleaning – Activities pertaining to the elimination of obstructions that prevent light from 
reaching the surface of PV Modules. 

• Emergency Response – Activities pertaining to the resolution of emergency situations 
arising from electrical failures, fires, extreme weather events, and the like. 

• Inspection – Activities pertaining to human examination of a PV system that are 
performed to ascertain system performance and health status. 

• Management – Activities pertaining to the business administration of the PV system, the 
use of human judgement prior to taking additional actions, and related oversight 
endeavors. 

• General Maintenance – Activities pertaining to the adjustment or lubrication of PV 
system components. 

• Testing – Activities pertaining to the use of diagnostic equipment in order to ascertain 
PV system performance and health status. 

• Repair – Activities pertaining to replacing or repairing damaged components of a PV 
system. 

Tracking – The category of mechanical apparatus that orients PV Modules toward the sun. 
• No Tracking – No tracker present 
• Single Axis Tracking – A tracker that adjusts its orientation on a single axis (either tilt 

or azimuth). 
• Dual Axis Tracking – A tracker that adjusts its orientation on two axes (both tilt and 

azimuth). 
 
Warranty Type – The category of Warranty with regards to product or service being warranted. 

• EPC Warranty – The warranty provided by the EPC covering the construction of the PV 
system. 

• Inverter Warranty – The warranty provided by the Inverter Manufacturer. 
• PV Module Warranty – The warranty provided by the PV Module Manufacturer. 

Monitoring Warranty – The warranty provided by the Monitoring Provider  
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6. Calculations  
 
Array Area: 
 

/00)2	/0.) = 3*)1(	456.	(89	:") 1000/+',-*.	?@@5A5.1A2 
 
Number of Modules: 
  

Number of Modules = BCDEF	GHIJ	(KL	MN)

OPQRCJ	BPSJT
 

 
Number of Strings: 
 

Number of Strings = 3*)1(	456.	(89:")	 +',-*.	3'U.0	/+',-*.V	9.0	4(051W 
 

Number of Combiner Boxes: 
 

X-YZ.0	'@	"'YZ51.0	['\.V =
0,																																																													4(051WV	9.0	"'YZ51.0	['\ = 	0

X-YZ.0	'@	4(051WV	

4(051WV	9.0	"'YZ51.0	['\
	,																																																		^(ℎ.0U5V.

 

 

Number of DC Disconnects: Number of DC Disconnects takes the value 1 if the Number of  
Combiner Boxes is 0 else, 

X-YZ.0	'@	:"	:5VA'11.A(V =
1,																																												"'YZ51.0	['\.V	9.0	:"	:5VA'11.A( = 	0

X-YZ.0	'@	"'YZ51.0	['\.V

		"'YZ51.0	['\.V	9.0	:"	:5VA'11.A(
,																																^(ℎ.0U5V.

 

  

Number of Roof Attachments: 
 

X-YZ.0	'@	#''@	/(()AℎY.1(V =
0,																																																														+'-1(51W	&29. = [)**)V(.,

/00)2	/0.)

/00)2	/0.)	9.0	#''@	/(()AℎY.1(
,																																^(ℎ.0U5V.

 

 
Site Area (acres): 

Site Area = `.bc

OPQRCJ	BPSJT
∗ 	

efg

hNi
∗ 	
BCDEF	GHIJ	(KL	MN)

`,jjj,jjj
 

 

Where,  

GCR = Ground Coverage Ratio  

 
Total Rows: 

&'()*	#'UV	 = 	#'UV	9.0	&0)Ak.,	[*'Ak ∗ &'()*	&0)Ak51W	[*'AkV 

 

Total Tracking Blocks: 
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&'()*	&0)Ak51W	[*'Ak = 	
3*)1(	456.	(89	:")

(#'UV	9.0	&0)Ak.,	[*'Ak ∗ +',-*.V	9.0	#'U ∗ +',-*.	3'U.0)
 

 

Annualized O&M Costs ($/year): 

/11-)*56.,	^&+	"'V(V = 	
X.(	30.V.1(	m)*-.	^&+	"'V(V

1 + o#

:# − o#
			 ∗ 		1 − (((1 + o#) (1 + :#))^/1)*2V5V	3.05',)

 

Where,  

IR = Inflation Rate 

DR = Discount Rate 

Annualized Unit O&M Costs ($/kW/year): 

/11-)*56.,	r15(	^&+	"'V(V = 	
/11-)*56.,	^&+	"'V(V

3*)1(	456.(89	:")
1000

 

 

Net Present Value O&M Costs (Project Life): 
X.(	30.V.1(	m)*-.	^&+	"'V(V = &'()*	X3m	(30's.A(	t5@.)	 

 
Net Present Value (Project Life) per Wp: 

X3m = 	
Net	Present	Value	O&M	Costs	

3*)1(	456.	(89	:")
 

 
Net Present Value O&M Cost per kWh: 
 

X3m	^&+	"'V(	9.0	k8ℎ = 	
X.(	30.V.1(	m)*-.	^&+	"'V(V

X3m(:5VA'-1(	#)(., /11-)*	30',-A(5'1)
 

 
Total Labor Hours per year: 
 

&'()*	*)Z'0	ℎ'-0V = 	
/990'\. 1-YZ.0	'@	-15(V ∗ t)Z'0	ℎ'-0V	9.0	-15(

+.)1	o1(.0Ñ)*
 

 

Total Labor Cost: 
&'()*	t)Z'0	"'V( = t)Z'0	#)(.	9.0	Ö'-0 ∗ /990'\. 1-YZ.0	'@	-15(V ∗ t)Z'0	Ö'-0V	9.0	r15(	 

 
Total Material and Other Cost: 

&'()*	+)(.05)*	&	'(ℎ.0	A'V( = +)(.05)*	&	'(ℎ.0	A'V(	9.0	-15( ∗ /990'\. 1-YZ.0	'@	-15(V 

 
Total Cost for Measure: 

&'()*	A'V(	@'0	Y.)V-0. = &'()*	t)Z'0	A'V( + &'()*	+)(.05)*	&	'(ℎ.0	A'V( 
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Net Present Value (Project Life): 

X3m = 	 "(
1 + 0 F

Ü

Fá`
 

where, 

Ct = annual cash flow during time period t 

r = discount rate 

t = number of time periods   

 

Annual Cash Flow:  
The Flow chart below is used for the calculation of Annual Cash Flow. The logic below is 
repeated for each service in the cost model and is repeated for each year in the analysis period.  
 

 
Flowchart to calculate Annual Cash Flow 
 
Reserve Account:  
The Flow chart below is used for the calculation of Reserve Account. The value obtained from 
the flow chart is compared with the Annual Cash Flow for that service and for the same year of 
analysis and the maximum amount is chosen as the Annual Reserve Account. The logic is 
repeated for each service in the cost model and is repeated for each year in the analysis period 
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Flowchart to calculate Reserve Account 
 
In the above calculation, n/N is the fraction of total number of a specific type of component 

covered by reserve account in order to achieve desired probability that reserve account will be 

sufficient in a given year 

 

P = Probability that a component will not fail in any given year, specific to that year only 

according to the Weibull distribution of component failure. 

 

Q = Probability that a component will not fail in the same year  

 

R= Probability that the reserve account will be sufficient to pay for required replacements in that 

year. 

 

N = Number of a certain type of component (for example N=10 inverters, N=100 combiner 

boxes, or N=50,000 PV modules) 

 

P and Q are defined such that (P+Q) =1 

 

Thus, the polynomial (P+Q)^N is also = 1.   

This polynomial is expanded and each term examined to evaluate the probability that each 

number of components might fail in a year, and thus need to be covered with funds for the 

replacement in the reserve account. 

The polynomial expansion can be accomplished with any number of terms (any number of 

components, N), but here we present the equations in 10 terms, and interpret 1/N as 10% of 

the total number of components, 2/10 as 20% and so on up to 10/10 as 100% of the 

components.  These fractions can then be multiplied by the actual number of components to 

determine the number of components that the reserve account must have funding to cover 

replacements for.  Expanding the polynomial with 10 terms gives us sufficient accuracy- 
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increasing the number of components only allows more accurate interpolation between these 

10% increments.  In the following equations, since we expand the polynomial in 10 terms, N is 

necessarily equal to 10. 

 

The probability that the reserve account will be sufficient without any funds to cover 

replacements is = P^N 

 

The probability that funds to cover 1/10*N (10% of the actual number of components) replacements in 

the reserve account will be sufficient is 

= P^N +N*P^9*Q 

 

The probability that funds to cover 2/N replacements in the reserve account to be sufficient is  

 

= P^N +N*P^9*Q +N*(N-1)*P^(N-2)*Q^2/FACT(N-8) 

 

The probability that funds to cover 3/10*N replacements in the reserve account will be sufficient is  

 

= P^N +N*P^9*Q +N*(N-1)*P^(N-2)*Q^2/FACT(N-8)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*P^(N-3)*Q^3/FACT(N-7) 

 

The probability that funds to cover 5/10*N replacements in the reserve account will be sufficient is  

 

= P^N +N*P^9*Q +N*(N-1)*P^(N-2)*Q^2/FACT(N-8)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*P^(N-3)*Q^3/FACT(N-7)+N*(N-

1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*P^(N-4)*Q^4/FACT(N-6)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*P^(N-5)*Q^5/FACT(N-5) 

 

The probability that funds to cover 6/10*N replacements in the reserve account will be sufficient is  

 

= P^N +N*P^9*Q +N*(N-1)*P^(N-2)*Q^2/FACT(N-8)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*P^(N-3)*Q^3/FACT(N-7)+N*(N-

1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*P^(N-4)*Q^4/FACT(N-6)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*P^(N-5)*Q^5/FACT(N-5)+N*(N-

1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*P^(N-6)*Q^6/FACT(N-4) 

 

The probability that funds to cover 7/10*N replacements in the reserve account will be sufficient is  

 

= P^N +N*P^9*Q +N*(N-1)*P^(N-2)*Q^2/FACT(N-8)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*P^(N-3)*Q^3/FACT(N-7)+N*(N-

1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*P^(N-4)*Q^4/FACT(N-6)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*P^(N-5)*Q^5/FACT(N-5)+N*(N-

1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*P^(N-6)*Q^6/FACT(N-4)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-6)*P^(N-

7)*Q^7/FACT(N-3) 

 

The probability that funds to cover 8/10*N replacements in the reserve account will be sufficient is  

 

= P^N +N*P^9*Q +N*(N-1)*P^(N-2)*Q^2/FACT(N-8)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*P^(N-3)*Q^3/FACT(N-7)+N*(N-

1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*P^(N-4)*Q^4/FACT(N-6)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*P^(N-5)*Q^5/FACT(N-5)+N*(N-

1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*P^(N-6)*Q^6/FACT(N-4)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-6)*P^(N-

7)*Q^7/FACT(N-3)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-6)*(N-7)*P^(N-8)*Q^8/FACT(N-2) 

 

The probability that funds to cover 9/10*N replacements in the reserve account will be sufficient is  

 

= P^N +N*P^9*Q +N*(N-1)*P^(N-2)*Q^2/FACT(N-8)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*P^(N-3)*Q^3/FACT(N-7)+N*(N-

1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*P^(N-4)*Q^4/FACT(N-6)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*P^(N-5)*Q^5/FACT(N-5)+N*(N-

1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*P^(N-6)*Q^6/FACT(N-4)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-6)*P^(N-

7)*Q^7/FACT(N-3)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-6)*(N-7)*P^(N-8)*Q^8/FACT(N-2)+N*(N-1)*(N-

2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-6)*(N-7)*(N-8)*P^(N-9)*Q^9/FACT(N-1) 

 

The probability that funds to cover 10/10*N replacements in the reserve account will be sufficient is  

 

= P^N +N*P^9*Q +N*(N-1)*P^(N-2)*Q^2/FACT(N-8)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*P^(N-3)*Q^3/FACT(N-7)+N*(N-
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1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*P^(N-4)*Q^4/FACT(N-6)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*P^(N-5)*Q^5/FACT(N-5)+N*(N-
1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*P^(N-6)*Q^6/FACT(N-4)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-6)*P^(N-
7)*Q^7/FACT(N-3)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-6)*(N-7)*P^(N-8)*Q^8/FACT(N-2)+N*(N-1)*(N-
2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-6)*(N-7)*(N-8)*P^(N-9)*Q^9/FACT(N-1)+N*(N-1)*(N-2)*(N-3)*(N-4)*(N-5)*(N-
6)*(N-7)*(N-8)*(N-9)*P^(N-10)*Q^10/FACT(N) 

 

The above must be calculated for each type of component.  For example, if we have 10 
inverters then the first term refers to the probability that we will have to replace 0 inverters, the 
second term adds the probability that we will have replace 1 inverter, the third term adds the 
probability that we will have to replace 2 inverters and the final term adds up to the probability 
that we will have to replace all 10 inverters. If we have 100 inverters, then the second term is 
the probability that we will have to replace at most 10 inverters, and the third term the probability 
that we will have to replace at most 20 inverters.  In other words, each term of the equations 
above is calculated under the stipulation that we add 10% to the number of components that we 
need to have funds in the reserve account to replace to the number of components in the 
equation before it, whatever the total number of components may be.  If we have 50,000 PV 
modules, the first term is the probability that zero coverage in the reserve account will be 
sufficient, and the second term is the probability that a reserve account to cover 10%, or 5,000 
modules, will be sufficient. 

The above also has to be evaluated for each year of the analysis period, because the probability 
of failure Q changes with each year according to the Weibull failure distribution for each type of 
component.  The number of replacement components to be funded in the reserve account thus 
calculated is multiplied by the cost of replacing each component escalated to the year according 
to the inflation rate. [4] 
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Appendix A. Failure Mode Analysis 
 

The Failure Mode Analysis is available as an experimental feature in the PV O&M Cost Model 
Application. The feature is turned off by default. To turn it on, an organizational admin may edit 
the user details to check to Failure Mode Analysis check box. Once the feature is turned on, the 
failure mode analysis tab can be seen in the Plant Reports Screen. 

 

 
Failure Mode Analysis 

 

Each component of a PV Plant is associated to a number of Failure Modes. Different failure 
modes of different components have been historically fitted with different probabilistic failure 
distributions. The expected Outage Time for each of the failure modes is calculated as a sum of 
detection time and service time or replacement time. Next, the cost of failure is calculated as the 
cost of the loss of energy produced. This can be computed by multiplying the expected outage 
time by COE of the current year. This calculation needs to be done for every component, every 
failure mode and in every year of the PV system operation – since the energy production lost 
will vary from type of failure to type of failure and from year to year. Expected energy loss is a 
product of probability of failure and the Cost of Failure. 

For each of the failure modes, there may be several O&M Services that can prevent each failure 
mode from happening. If the cost of associated Service is less than Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation (MLE) of the energy lost, it is then a good business decision to elect to invest in this 
Service. Costs associated with this Service then need to be added to the totals of the O&M 
costs. If the cost of associated Service is greater than the MLE of the energy lost, then it is 
indicated that this Service is not necessary.  PV system operator may have to make a business 
decision, consistent with their risk-averseness, as to invest in the O&M Service or not. [3] 
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Top-level failure mode attributes framework for each PV system sub-component [3] 

 

 
Top-level decision tree for an O&M Service for each PV system sub-component and failure mode [3] 

 

 


